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ALONG THE NORTH SHORE OF
THE MINAS BASIN, NOVA SCOTIA

A field report compiled and prepared by Tim Stokes of Prospect
Bay (Geological) Consulting Services, under contract to the
Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

During the summer of 1987 the north shore of the Minas Basin,
Nova Scotia, was examined for evidence of structures in unconsol-
idated sediments. This shoreline exposes the eastern extension of
the Cobequid-Chetabucto fault system which was active from the
Devonian until at least the Permian, and possibly into the Meso-
zoic. The primary aim of the study was to document, measure and
record any structures in unconsolidated sediments. In all,
thirty-four structure locations were found, of these twenty-nine
were in glacial outwash deltas, the results of the Late Wiscon-
sinan ice retieat. The most important structures include:
(1) conjugate normal faults in Advocate Harbour sands and muds at
East Finney Brook; (2) associated faults and folds in the Advo-
cate Harbour bottomset muds at Lower Five Islands, and (3) major
convolutions in Advocate Harbour bottomset muds at Economy Point.
The convolutions are the result of seismic "shaking" which either
postdated delta formation or triggered synsedimentary slumping.
The faults and folds at Lower Five Islands were formed by exten-
sion related to either delta slumping or possible bedrock move-
ment. The conjugate fault set at East Finney Brook is the result
of an extensional event probably caused by late NE-SW normal
fault reactivation. It is unclear whether this reactivation is
the result of glacial rebound or neotectonic movement.

RESUME

Durant I1 ete de 1987, la rive septentrionale du bassin Minas, en
Nouvelle-Ecosse, a ete examinee pour y deceler des structures
dans les depots meubles. Cette rive expose 1'extension orientale
de la faille Cobequid-Chetabucto qui a ete active durant le devo-
nien jusqu'au permien au moins et peut-etre meme jusqu'au mezo-
zoique. L'etude visait surtout a documenter, mesurer et enregis-
trer toute structure dans des depots meubles. On a localise
trente-quatre structures, dont vingt-neuf dans des deltas crees
par l'epandage de materiaux fluviaux-glaciaires au cours du wis-
consinien tardif. Les structures les plus importantes compren-
nent : (1) les failles normales conjuguees dans les sables et les
boues d'Advocate Harbour a East Finney Brook; (2) les failles et
les pi is synchrones dans les boues des couche de fond d1Advocate
Harbour a Lower Five Islands et (3) les circonvolutions impor-
tantes dans les boues des couches de fond d'Advocate Harbour a
Economy Point. Les circonvolutions resultent des tremblements
seismiques qui ont soit suivi la formation des deltas soit provo-



que le décrochement synsédimentaire. Les failles et les plis à
Lower Five Islands ont été formés par l'extension reliée soit au
décrochement des deltas soit au mouvement possible du sous-sol
rocheux. La série de failles conjuguées à East Finney Brook
provient d'une extension probablement causée par une réactivation
de la faille normale dans l'axe nord-est sud-ouest. On ne peut
affirmer avec certitude si la réactivation est due à un second
mouvement des glaciers ou à une activité néotectonique.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accu-
racy of the statements made or opinions expressed in this publi-
cation, and neither the Board nor the author assumes liability
with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the
use made of the information contained in this publication.
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1. Introduction.

During the summer of 1988 the north shore of the Minas Basin, Nova
Scotia was examined for structures within unconsolidated
sediments. This project is part of a preliminary neotectonic
investigation of Nova Scotia and contributes to the ongoing
regional M.A.G.N.E.C. study of seismic risk in Eastern Canada. The
main purpose of this work is to document the locations and
orientations of any structures in unconsolidated sediments.
Subsidiary aims include-' 1) a possible interpretation of
structures found and 2) recording stratified areas with no
apparent structural disturbances.

The north shore of the Minas Basin was chosen as the most
favourable area for the location of possible structures within
unconsolidated sediments because the coastal exposure of the
Cobequid-Chetabucto fault system, Figure 1 (Mawer and White,
1986), - also known as the Minas Geofracture (Keppie, 1982). The
fault system was active from the Devonian to Jurassic. More recent
movement is suggested by offshore earthquakes in the Bay of Fundy
and seismic profiles.

2. Project Approach.

As a reconnaissance project, coverage of all the recent sediment
exposures in the area was essential. The best exposures were found
along the shoreline (approximately 85%), while the rest was found
at inland gravel pits and along road cuts. The shoreline was
walked from Great Village to Cape Chignecto and all gravel pits
near the coast were investigated. As mapping progressed surficial
cover type, thickness and degree of stratification was recorded.
Any structures encountered were precisely located, measured and
photographed. Surficial geology maps (Stea et al, 1985 and 1988)
and bedrock geology maps (Donohoe and Wallace, 1982) assisted in
determining sediment cover type, bedrock lithology, and the
location of major bedrock faults.

From the mapping method an obvious bias existed as most exposure
was northerly facing, thus limiting the opportunity of
encountering E-W trending structures. As most of the coastline is
dominated by glacial outwash deltas, these are most likely
sediments to host structures; introducing another bias.

3. Physiography and Vegetation.

The Cobequid region of Nova Scotia is divisible into two distinct
physiographic units; the Cobequid highlands which stretch from
Cape Chignecto to Pictou county in the east, and the Cumberland
Plain lowlands (Figure 2). The highlands are well forested with
predominantly conifers, whereas the lowlands are more cleared and
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Figure 1. Geological map of Nova Scotia (Keppie, 1979) and
location of reconnaissance area (indicated by
arrowed box)
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Figure 2. Geomorphic provinces, outwash terraces of the
Minas Bay area. Nova Scotia. Outwash deposits are: 1.
Advocate Harbour, 2. Spencer's Island, 3. Port
Grenville, 4. Diligent River, 5. Parrsboro, 6. Moose
River, 7. Five Islands, 8. Economy, 9. Bass River and
10. Portapique. (from Wightman, 1980 and Swift and
Borns, 1967).



cult iv?. ted. A major 'V shape valley cuts the highlands at
i-?.rrsbjro. while other more recent, streams incise 'V' shape
viTj.ie.vE v.'ith associated waterfalls.

The present topography is the result of interaction of bedrock
type and glaciaticn processes. The highlands are composed of
resistant Pre-Cambrian rocks which juxtapose the erodible
Carboniferous to Jurassic lowlands. The highland-lowland contact
is along well defined fault scarps that are visible on both aerial
photographs and N.T.S. maps. The glacial history of the region is
complex and controlled by at least four major ice flow phases
(Stea and Finck 1984), that resulted in rounding of the highlands
and the outwash delta terraces that dominate the shoreline. Ice
flow phases 1 and 2 (Figure 3) were probably the main cause of the
recent glacial coastline deposits.

Changes in relative sea level have controlled the shape of the
coastline and degree of erosion. During Late Wisconsinan (16,000-
10.000 yr E. P. ), a period of regionally uneven emergence, raised
beaches and deltas were formed. In the beginning of the Holocene
'10, Oil. L yr E.P. - present!, the coastline was emergent, but about
7000yr E.F. relative sea level rose worldwide causing submergence.
However, in the Bay of Fundy, an anomalous rate of submergence
(after correcting for eustatic sea level rise of 6cm/century) of
C;4ciL/'century is found (Grant 1970). Of this, 15 cm is accounted
for by an increase in tidal range, while the rest is attributed to
crustal lowering. This crustal lowering might be related to
glacier fore-bulge relaxation or to a more regional tectonic
extensional (?) event. Evidence of this submergence is found in
the form of tree stunvps along the shoreline (i.e. Fortapique
beach; and the high coastal erosion rates.

4. Previous Work.

A recent literature compilation by Martin (1988) titled
' Neotectonics in the Maritime Provinces' listed the known
occurrences of structures in unconsolidated sediments and
possible neotectonic features in the project area. These are as
follows:

a) 6m difference in elevation between two raised
beaches at Advocate Harbour and West Advocate, (Wightman,
1980).

b) Local faulting and deformation in glaciofluvial sediments
of the Apple River Formation, type section in gravel pit
north of New Salem, (Stea et al. 1985).

c) Faulting, liquefaction, and slumping in giaciomarine and
glaciofluvial sediments at i) Lower Five Islands Delta, ii)



Figure 3. Ice flows in Nova Scotia from Early Wisconsinan
(Phase 1) to Late Wisconsinan (Phase 4). Phase 1 and
2 probably had the most influence on the north shore
of the Minas Basin, from Stea et al. , (1987).



Port Grenville delta and iii) Spencers Island Delta,
(Wightman 1980).

Shallow reflective seismic profiling of the Fundy Basin by Shell
Canada 1969-70 indicated displacement of recent pediments over
bedrock faults (Amos and Miller, personal communication). The age
of these faults and their exact location is unclear due to the
paucity of seismic lines and the poor sensitivity of the recording
equipment.

5. Previous Seismic Activity.

Previous workers (Burke, 1984 Rast et al., 1979, Stevens, 1977
and Kasegawa 1986) indicate that Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy
are seismically active. Figure 4. The largest recorded earthquake
was in 1929 and was centred off the Grand Banks. In the Bay of
Funcy region earthquakes have clustered around Passamaquoddy Bay
and along a NNE-SSW trend through St John, N.B. No earthquake
epicenters have been recorded in the Minas Basin area.

However, this does not indicate that the Minas Basin area is
seismically inactive. Intraplate seismic events are rare (with
recurrence rates in thousands of years) and have historically been
ignored as major events compared to interplate earthquakes (with
recurrence rates in hundreds of years). However, as the 1811 New
Madrid, Missouri and the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina
earthquakes have shown they are potentially more destructive,
(Brown and Reilinger, 1986). Therefore, it is quite conceivable
that even though there is no historical record of earthquakes in
the study region, evidence might exist in the geological record.

6. Summary of Bedrock Geology and Structure.

In Nova Scotia the E-W Cobequid-Chetabucto fault system separates
the ?re-Cambrian Avalon terrane from the Cambro-Ordovician Meguma
terrane to the south. The Meguma terrane was accreted onto the
Avalon terrane during the Devonian Acadian Orogeny along the Minas
Geofracture, the initial fundamental break between these terranes
(Keppie, 1982).

The western end of the Cobequid-Chetabucto fault system, the
Cobequid region, is known simply as the Cobequid fault system
(Figure 5 and Table 1). It collectively consists of the Cobequid
fault 'proper , the Kirkill fault, the Economy Mountain fault, the
Port?.pique fault, the Londonderry fault and the Kockland Brook
fault. In detail these E-W faults form a melange of juxtaposed
slivers and block? of varying rock types; which have been
determined from aerial photographs and geological disconformities.
Older faults, like the Rockland Brook fault, display mainly
ductile features and are stitched by plutons, while other younger
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Table 1. Legend for Geological Map of the Cobequid
Fault System (see Figure 5).



faults, such as the Cobequid "proper", have more brittle
characteristics and cross-cut plutons. Movement along the fault
system has been dominantly dextral and strike slip (Mawer and
White, 1986), with suggested overall movement of 10's to 100's
kms. Keppie (1982) suggests a reversal to sinistral strike slip
movement during the Mesozoic, associated with the opening of the
Bay of Fundy.

Imposed on this E-W fault system are later (or in some cases maybe
synchronous) NE-SW, NW-SE and N-S trending faults. In most cases
these faults are interpreted from displaced scarp slopes and
aerial photographs. Movement along these faults has been both dip
slip and strike slip, the former predominating. The mechanism for
the formation of these is unclear, some evidence suggests they are
a result of stress relaxation following the main E-W shearing
events, (Wallace, personal communication).

E-W movement along the Cobequid-Chetabucto fault system started in
the Middle Devonian and continued into the Early Mesozoic.
Movement along the Rockland Brook fault probably ceased in the
Carboniferous, whereas movement along the Economy Mountain fault
continued into the Triassic. The NE-SW, NW-SE and N-S trending
faults were active into the Jurassic and possibly later.

7. Quaternary Sediments.

The north shore of the Minas Basin represents the southern limits
of Late Wisconsinan ice flow phases. As the ice retreated,
glaciofluvial and glaciomarine sediments were deposited along
glacially formed river valleys and as outwash deltas along the
shoreline. Further inland and on highlands morainal till and
stratified contact drift sediments were deposited.

Regional Quaternary mapping by Swift and Borns (1967), Wightraan
(1980) and Stea et al.(1986) has defined the major litho-
stratigraphic sediment types and their inter-relationships, (Table
2). Along the north shore of the Minas Basin the sediment units
most commonly encountered are:

a) Eatonville Till
b) Saints Rest member - glaciofluvial outwash.
c) Advocate Harbour member - glaciomarine outwash.
d) Apple River member - glaciofluvial ice contact

stratified drift.
e) Recent sediments - marine, alluvial, and colluvial

7.1 Eatonville Till

The Eatonville till is a reddish-brown unit of angular pebbles and
boulders surrounded by a fine silty-sand matrix (Figure 6). It is
commonly found directly overlying bedrock or residuum. The



Table 2. Quaternary Sediments along the
north shore of the Minas Basin.

HOLOCENE (Non-glacial environment)
Colluvial deposits
Alluvial deposits
Marine deposits

LATE WISCONSINAN (Non-glacial and glacial environment)
Apple River member
- ice contact stratified sediments
Newville Lake member
- lacustrine sediments

Five Islands Formation
Saints Rest member
- glaciofluvial sediments
Advocate Harbour member
- glaciomarine sediments

Shulie Lake Till

Eatonville Till

PRE-QOATERNARY ROCK

Residuum - mechanically and chemically weathered bedrock

Bedrock



Exposure of Saints Rest (SR) gravels at Econcmy Point
N.rte sandy pa ieo-channel layer 'indicated by arrow)
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thickness of till covering along coastal exposure is dependent on
the topography and cliff character, and varies from <lm to 5-10m;
the steeper and less incised the cliffs the better preserved the
till. Most of this till appears locally derived, based on colour
and clast type.

7.2 Saints Rest member

The Saints Rest glaciofluvial sediments are yellowish-brown,
inter-stratified layers of boulders, pebbles, gravels and sands
with thickness 3-20ra and possibly greater (Figure 7). This unit
commonly occupies old and present day river valleys and forms a
discontinuous terrace along the coast which makes up to 30-40% of
the cover material found. These sediments were deposited in a
retreating glaniofluvial environment of braided streams and
channels. Most of the clast material is probably derived from the
erosion of Cobequid Highlands.

7.3 Advocate Harbour member

The Advocate Harbour glaciomarine sediments are recognised as
foreset and bottomset beds of inter-bedded muds and sands, that
are interpreted by Wightman (1980) to be part of a classical
"Gilbert Type' delta, (Figure 8). The foreset beds consist of 25-
30o seawardly dipping beds of yellow, brown, or black sands and
gravels, which grade (with increasing clay layers) and flatten out
into the bottomset beds. The bottomset beds, commonly termed
'rhythmites', are composed of 0o-5o, seawardly dipping couplets of
muds and silts (Figure 9 and 10). The bottomset beds are
interpreted by Wightman (1980) as seasonal deposits, the silts
deposited in the high discharge of winter water flow and the
clays in the more quiescent summer. However, by counting couplets
and comparing the results to the time required for ice sheet
melting, this is not a realistic solution. A more probable
interpretation is periodic outwash turbidity flows (Stea, personal
communication).

7.4 Apple River member

The Apple river sediments are stratified glaciofluvial sediments,
similar in appearance to the Saints member, but are
characteristically more disrupted and irregular with faulting and
folding. These features are typical of an ice contact stratified
drift.

7.5 Recent sediments

Three types of recent sediments were recognised: marine, alluvial
and colluvial. Marine deposits are found as, 1) tidal mudflat or
nearshore marshes (Figure 11) composed of interbedded muds,
silts, clays and organics, and 2) beaches and spits (Figure 12).
Alluvial deposits are found along river floodplains, such as at
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Figure 8. Schematic cross-section of a 'Gilbert type' glacial
outwash delta, showing the relationships between th
Saints Rest topset, the Advocate Harbour foreset and
the Advocate Harbour bottomset beds, from Stea et al.
(1986)
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Moose River, consist of interbedded gravels, muds and silts.
Colluvial deposits are restricted to the sides of steep slopes and
are formed from slope deterioration and break up.

In this project the most important sediment types are the
giaciofluvial and glaciomarine outwash deltas, which are well
stratified with good visible marker horizons. Dating of these
units at the Spencers island delta has revealed ages of 14,300-
12,300 yr. E. P. (Stea and Wightman, in press), confirming the age
of the Late Wisconsinan ice retreat. Swift and Borns (1967)
suggest that the sequence of events for the formation of the
raised outwash deltas are as follows (see Figure 13):

i) ice retreated up the valleys northwards as sea level
rose and deltas formed right up to the Cobequid fault scarp.

ii) as the ice sheet was removed, isostatic rebound caused
uplift, and dissection of the exposed deltas.

iii) as the flow of outwash material diminished, further
uplift produced a second dissection and the present day
drainage system.

8. Summary of Structures Found in Unconsolidatea Sediment?.

In total, thirty-four exposures of structural deformation in
unconsolidated sediments were found. These are summarized on Table
3. and located on the Map (found in the back of report). Details
of the location, host sediment and structural measure-ments are
outlined for each occurrence in Appendix I. All but four of these
structures were found in the Saints Rest and Advocate Harbour
sediments. Of the thirty-four structures, the most significant
structures (with respect to size and offset) are at Finney Brook,
Lower Five Islands, Spencers Island and Economy Point.

At East Finney Brook (Locations 23/7/7a & b) a series of NW and
NNE trending normal and reverse faults were found in a 7-15m
sequence of interbedded Advocate Harbour muds and gravels (Figure
14). These sediments overlie highly contorted and veined Devonian-
Carboniferous black slates, which are sheared (no sense of
direction is available at this location) in an NE-SW direction and
are cross-cut by NW trending quartz filled joints. Stereoplots of
faulting and bedrock data (Figures 15 and 16) show that the faults
form a possible conjugate set and that jointing has a similar
orientation to or:- group of faults.

At Lower Five Islands (Location 22/6/6a & b), two zones of metre
scale folding were £ou:i.~ in the Advocate Harbour bottomset muds
(Figure 17). One zone of folding appears associated with normal
faults, whereas the other is overturned with an easterly vergence.



Late Uplift

Figure 13. Evolution of the Minas Basin outwash terraces.
Top - growth of marine deltas.
Middle - uplift and erosion of marine plain.
Bottom - modern terrace after uplift, dissection
and sea-level rise. (After Swift and Boms 1967)



Table 3. Summary of Structural Locations in

LOCATION LOCATION

12/5/1
13/7/1
U /I /5
14/7/6
15/7/5
16/7/2
if, n /P,
If /7/G
19/7/5
2 0 /7 /1
2 1/7/13
22/7/7
23/7/7 a
23/7/7 b
23/7/7 c
26/7/5
2e/7/7
26/7/9
26/7/19
26/7/1
3 1/7/5 a
31/7/5b
31/7/5c
4/8/1
4 /8 /7
9 /6 /5
9/8/6
19/8/2
13/8/3
19/8/8
22/8/6a
22/8/6b
22/8/6c
24/8/2
31/8/1
1/9/2

SR
SR

E
AH
AH
SF
AH
AH-^SR
E/F:
SR
E/E
£P
AH
AK
AH
E
SR/R
AH
AH
AH+SP
AH
AK
AH
AH
SR+AH
SR
AH
AR
AR
AH
AH
AH
AH+SP
AH

Unconsolidated Sediments.

DESCRIPTION & ORIENTATION
(STRIKE/DIP)

060/72 normal fault in boulder gravels.
40m fold/faulted/contorted gravels & sands,
possible 290/64 0.5m reverse fault in till.
40-50m of minor convolutions in muds,
minor convolutions in bottoraset muds,
m scale warps, no bedrock displacement.
30m of highly convoluted bottomset muds.
30m of major convolutions in bottomset muds.
0.5m fault step in cover sediments.
0.6 m folded sand layer in gravels.
050/80 normal fault displacing cover,
fold/slump in oxidised layer,
down-drop wedges in sands and gravels.
1.45/80 fault, plus down-drop wedge.
050/70 fault, plus down-drop wedge,
offset beach coincident with bedrock fault,
possible offset of cover by 285/90 fault,
possible E verging fold in bottomset muds,
convoluted bottomset muds, E verging fold.
148/50 fault with minor cover displacement.
225/85 normal fault, 0.3m offset in sands,
series of NE normal faults in sands,
m scale warp in bottomset muds,
convolutions in bottomset muds,
convolutions in bottomset muds,
sand wedge in boulder gravels,
minor convolutions in bottomset muds.
3x NE trending, 20cm offset, reverse faults,
contorted ice contact stratified till,
minor convolution in bottoroset muds,
m scale folds + faults in laminated muds,
m scale E verging fold in laminated muds,
faults & wedges of gravels and sands,
series of faults reported by Wightman, 1980.
possible undulations above fault scarp.
6m elevation difference in raised beaches.

SR - Saints Rest glace-fluvial boulders, gravels and
sands.
AK - Advocate Harbour sands, gravels and laminated muds
E - Eastville till.
R - Bedrock residuum.
E - Recent marine deposits.
/ - either/or sediment type.
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fault
" V delta progradation

Figure If. Stereoplot (using a Schraitt net) of fault plane poles
in Advocate Harbour foresets at East Finney Brook
(Location 31/7/5a and b), plus the position of the
principal stress axes assuming the faults form a
conjugate set. Y and Z are the visually estimated
average fault planes.
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joints

Figure 16. Stereoplot (using Schmitt net) of cleavage and quartz
filled joint poles from outcrop below Locations
31/7/5a and 31/7/5b.





A steroplot of fold and fault data (Figure 18) shows a similarity
in the strike orientation of the faults and fold axes.

At Spencers Island (Location 24/8/2) Wightman (1980) reported and
photographed a series of faults in Advocate Harbour muds and
sands. The exposure has since slumped over, therefore no
measurements were possible. However a photograph suggests strike
orientations similar to East Finney Brook.

On the east side of Economy Point (Locations 16/7/6 and 14/7/8) a
30m and 40m wide zone of Advocate Harbour bottomset muds are
found, both are highly convoluted. Contacts with overlying sands
and gravels are sharp, with cm scale gravel wedges cutting into
underlying mud layers and minor pebble alignment in the gravels.

9. Discussion and Interpretations.

A regional interpretation is difficult due to the paucity of data
and the number of conflicting formation mechanisms for each
structure; be they sedimentary, glacial, glacio-tectonic, deltaic
or neotectonic in origin. Present speculation on commonly found
structures and individual localities is outlined in the following
sections.

9. 1 Convolutions

Approximately 50% of Advocate Harbour bottomset mud exposures show
some type of convolutions. The features recognised in these
convolutions include: 1) folds with sub-horizontally plunging,
chaotic fold axes and overturning (Locations 26/7/9 and 16/7/8)
and 2) stratabound disrupted layers of convolutions (possibly
forming disc-like bodies) at both cm and metre scales (Location
15/7/5). Wightman (1980) suggests that most of the convolutions
are the result of 'under-consolidation' of the bottomset beds
synchronous with covering by delta topset and foreset sediments
(Gustavson, 1975 and Gilbert, 1975). However, in some deltas this
later cover sediment is only l-3m thick (Location 4/8/7), thus
making Wightman's interpretation difficult to accept at all
localities.

Seismic shaking of the mud\silt couplets could also produce
convolutions, as found in some young lacustrine deposits (Hempton
and Dewey, 1983 and Sims, 1975). (Muds with their greater
competency are also probably better recorders of seismic events as
compared to the unconsolidated gravels and sands.) However some
evidence of disturbance would be expected in the overlying
material, such as minor faulting, folds, sediment injections and
clasts alignment. Evidence for some of these features are found on
the east side of Economy Point (Locations 16/7/8 and 14/7/6).



• 22/8/6a - fault set
O 22/8/6 - <oM hinges

a and b

'^ydelta progradation

Figure 18. Stereoplot (using a Schmitt net) of fault plane poles
and fold axes in Advocate Harbour bottonset beds at
the Lower Five Islands, Locations 22/8/6a and 22/8/6c.
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Pyri-seaimentary slur.ping is another mechanism that couic. create
convolutions (Farreii et al., 1987) during deposition of the
bottomset beds. However, it might be expected that these
convolutions show; 1) some regularity in the orientation of their
fold axes and vergence direction, 2) that cover material
occasionally cross-cuts convolution folds and 3) little
disturbance of overlying stratified layers.

Therefore the formation of the convoluted muds is probably related
to some type of seismic 'shaking' event with or without associated
syn-sedimentary slumping. Thus seismicity could either post date
sedimentation or trigger syn-sedirnentary slumping.

9.2 East Finney Brook Faulting

At East Finney Brook (Location 31/7/5 a.b and c) the Advocate
Harbour muds and sands display normal faulting on either side of
:-.r. ?rpr - >:ir.?teiy 15-2 ("•'rri wide sediment block that has dropped 1-2
metrer. Zhe faults form a conjugate set trending approximately
3":o and 2z<o . suggesting that the maximum extension (o 3) was
orientated E-W during their formation. A reverse fault seen at
Location 31 /7/Zb (Figure 16) is probably the result of: 1)
antithetic normal faulting that is back rotated by the major
normal faults during slip re-activation or 2) an (extensional)
down-crop block instantaneously under compression from surrounding
sediment. (From the two possible mechanisms 2) appears the most
likely based on the coincidence of the reverse fault above
'observed layer thinning. )

The possible mechanisms that could have induced this faulting
include: erosive slope failure, ice-block melting, delta slumping,
glaeio-tectonic deformation or a post-glacial tectonic event.
Topography and the strike orientation of the faults indicates that
slope failure could not have induced faulting. As the faults
decrease in dip and are predominately normal rather than the
typical high angle reverse faults of ice block melting (MacDonaid
and Shilts, 1975), it appears that this mechanism is also
unlikely. The absence of till cover probably can discount a
glacio-tectonic mechanism. The orientation of the faults relative
to the probable south or south-westerly direction delta
progradation does not make this mechanism likely. (In a delta the
expected slump failure is approximately normal to progradation
direction as in Coleman, 1980). These deductions therefore hint-
that an extensional tectonic event related to bedrock faulting is
the best alternative. (Quartz filled extensional joints parallel
to the main set of NW trending faults also imply a late stage
bedrock extension). The tectonic mechanism required to produce
sue!"; an extension may possibly be associated with, 1) a shear
couple from ar; approximate E-W strike slip movement along the main
Cobequid fault, or 1) direct extension from dip slip movement
along- a north-easterly trending fault that probably parallels
Finney Brook.



9.3 Lower Five Island Structures

Of the three folds at the Lower Five Islands Delta two appear
directly related to faulting, whereas the third does not. These
folds in the bottomset muds are different from the convolutions
seen in other localities, as the folds and associated faults have
distinct and parallel orientations. Fold I at Location 22/8/6a
appear the result of symmetrical normal faulting; with easterly
down-drops on the fold's east limb and westerly down-drops on the
fold's west limb. All display passive dragging of layers. Fold II
also appears related to faulting, but a reverse fault cuts the
esst limb and transects the western side of the fold nose, forming
an apparent asymmetry and easterly vergence. Fold III is also
asym: etrical with an easterly vergence and shows layer thinning in
the hinge zone as compared to the limbs, but has no visible
faulting. The faults, from Folds I and II, form one set that is
approximately parallel in strike to the measured and calculated
fold axe?, again indicating their close relationship with fold
formation. An important feature of the three folds is their
apparent stratabound confinement to a specific, l-2m interval of
mud/sand couplets (trenches below Fold I and II confirmed this)
that can be traced laterally for 100-150m.

The mode of folding appears closely related to the strength and
elasticity of the mud (or c^ay) layers and the mud/silt ratio of
the couplets. At East Finney Brook and Spencers Island faulting
occurs within inter-bedded muds and sands of ratios between 1:7
and 1:2. However at Lower Five Islands the ratio is 1:1 or less,
therefore the mud layers increase sediment ductility during
failure. This increased ductility results in drag of mud layers
along the direction of displacement. Therefore Folds I and II are
the result of serai-brittle failure during extension forming faults
and associated drag folds, as is probably Fold III (except that
here the layers were too ductile and/or the imposed stress was
insufficient to cause failure). The reverse fault at Fold II is
possibly a localized compressive feature formed in a similar way
to the reverse fault at Location 31/7/5b.

Some deformation of the overlying sediments is found in the form
of faults and 'ice wedges'. The later was interpreted by Borns
(1967) to have formed by freeze-thaw fracture (under permafrost
conditions) and later gravel infilling. However, recent work by
Seeber et al. (1985) suggests that some "ice wedges' are the result
of seismically induced extension. The Lower Five Island 'ice'
wedges possibly formed by a similar mechanism, especially as their
is considerable doubt about the presence of permafrost conditions
at this locality during or after the time of sedimentation.

The mechanism causing the deformational event must take into
account the extensional nature of the faults and folds, plus the
stratabound character of the deformation. Wightman (I960)
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interpreted these structures as the result of "undercompaction'
during delta progradation. Other possibilities include seismic
'shaking' , syn-sedimentary slumping and post-glacial bedrock
movements. The single set of faults (as opposed to a conjugate
set), their orientation normal to the direction of delta
progradation, and the stratabound nature of the deformation
indicates that syn-sedimentary slumping is likely. However the
consistency of structure orientation points towards a more precise
controlling mechanism, such as bedrock extension with associated
seismicity.

9.4 Regional Interpretation and Speculation

If late/post-glacial fault reactivation or movement occurred the
next question is whether the movement is related to glacial
rebound, or is it truly neotectonic and the result of plate
interact!oil. The present stress field in Nova Scotia indicates a
approximate WNW-E?E compression (Brown and Reilinger, 1986) which
c:^lc in theory induce N-S trending conjugate fractures (or
reactivc-.ticr. of faults in this orientation) . As most, of the
structures seen at East Finney Brook, Spencers Island and Lower
Five Islands are extensional and dip slip, no evidence (such as
strike slip) is available to support the possibility of "true'
neotectonic movement. However, the East Finney Brook faults do
appear the result of bedrock movement that could have been caused
by either POST-glacial rebound stresses reactivating earlier
formed faults or possibly some type of neotectonic reactivation of
either the E-W Cobequid fault or the possible NE trending fault
parallel to East Finney Creek. The other two locations could also
have been formed by an approximate N-S extension associated with
fault, reactivation.

It is expected that any type of post-glacial movement, either
glacial rebound or neotectonic, would be segmented along a fault
system (Schwartz et al., 1986). Therefore it should be expected
that parts of the Cobequid fault system might display no
disturbance (as distinguished on the accompanying map), and other
parts indicate the possible occurrence of post-glacial movement
and seismicity (such as East Finney Brook and Lower Five Islands).

10. Conclusions.

1. Most of the thirty-four structure locations in unconsolidated
sediments were found in the Saints Rest and Advocate Harbour delta
outwash sediments. The most common structures are convolutions in
the Advocate Harbour bottomset beds. It is suggested that seismic
'shaking' is a likely mechanism for their formation (and in some
cases it is related with or triggers syn-sedimentary slumping').

1. The 1&-20m wide conjugate faulted, down-drop block found in
Advocate Harbour sediments at locations 31/7/5a and 31/7/5b (East
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Finney Brook) provides the most probable example of recent bedrock
movement, possibly induced by the reactivation of older faults. It
is not possible to determine whether this movement is related to
glacial rebound or is truly neotectonic in origin.

3. The Lower Five Islands Delta (locations 22/8/6a, b and c)
displays stratabound fold\fault structures that can, in part, be
explained by delta slumping processes. However, seismic activity
and possible bedrock extension cannot be discounted as possible
mechanisms.

4. Overall, the project has shown that detailed and systematic
field documentation of structures in unconsolidated sediments
versus known bedrock structure is an important, practical and
inexpensive technique of accessing regions of low and
historically unknown seismicity. With additional evidence from
other areas (as detailed in the recommendations.) in Nova Scotia it-
should be possible to determine a more regional understanding of
re rent movement and seismicity.

11. Recommendations.

1. Within the area examined further work is suggested at East
Finney Brook where two 10m trenches should be dug into the bottom
of the sloi:e below Locations 31/7/5b and 31/7/5b . This might
determine whether the structures in the Advocate Harbour sediments
reach outcrop and if they are definitely related to post-glacial
bedrock movement.

2. A trench dug into the raised beach at West Advocate would
assist in determining the stratigraphy of this beach and compare
it with the exposed Advocate Harbour raised beach. A similarity
between the two would confirm a post-glacial displacement as the
cause of the 6m elevation difference.

3. Coring of lake sediments at either Leak or Pleasant Lake, close
to the Cobequid fault scarp, might locate convoluted layers
related solely to seismicity (avoiding the possibilities of
glacial and delta disturbances) that are datable; similar to work
has been done by Sims (1979) and Doig (1986).

4. Regionally, other areas in Nova Scotia merit a reconnaissance
investigation for possible neotectonic features in a similar way
to this study. These are in order of importance :-

a) the 15m offset of a raised shore platform across the Aspey
fault reported by Grant (in press).

b1 regions where reported seismic epicenters are coincident
with post Triassic faulting including, 1) the southern side
of the Minas Basin especially around the Digby Neck and
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Scoots Fay, and 2) in south west Nova Scotia around
Shelburne.

c) St Mary's fault near Antigonish is reported to have a
series of possible offset striation at various localities
along its strike (Stea, per communication).

d) the eastern end of the Cobequid-Chetabucto fault
may merit a similar study if the fault is well exposed.
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APPENDIX I

DETAILS OF STRUCTURES FOUND IN
UNCONSOLIDATED SEDIMENTS

ALON'G THE NORTH SHORE OF THE MINAS BASIN,
NOVA SCOTIA



LIST CF STRUCTURE LOCATIONS
(LOCATIONS PLOTTED OK ACCOMPANYING MAP

page

12/5/1
13
14
14
15
16
16
16

/7/1
/7/5
/7/6
/7/5
/7 /2
/7 /6
/7 /8

19/7/5
2 0

f~i O

o-?

._ •_'

2 ̂
26
O P

/7/1

/7 n
/7 /?
/7 /7
/7 /7
/ 7 / ̂ ,
,'7 ,'l
ii id

3 1/7/5 a -

3 1 '7 / c i ^ -
4 /S /I
4 /5 ,'l
9 /8 /5
9 /8 /6
19/8/2 -
19/8/3
19/8/8 -
22/8/6a -
22/8/6b -
22/8/6c -
24/8/2 -
31/8/1 -
1/9/2

faults in S. R gravels Al
40m chaotic zone in S. R. sediments A4
possible fault in E. till A7
40-50m minor convolutions in A.H. muds A9
minor convolutions in A. H. muds All
m scale warps in S. R. gravels A13
30ra zone of major convolutions in A.H. muds A15
30m sons of highly convoluted A.H. muds A18
0. 5m fault step in cover sediments A20
0. 6 m folded sand layer in S. R. gravels A22
050/80 normal fault displacing cover A24
fold/slump in S.R. oxidised layer A26
down-drop wedges in A.H. sands A28
14 5/8 0 fault in A.H. sands A3 0
050/70 fault, plus down-drop wedge in A.H. sands.. A32
offset beach coincident with bedrock fault A34
possible offset of cover by 285/90 fault A3P
possible E verging fold in A. H. muds A38
convoluted A. K. muds plus E verging fold A40
148/50 fault with minor cover displacement A42
normal faulting in A. K. sands A44
series of normal faults in A.H. muds/sands A47
rs scale warp in A. H. muds A51
convolutions in A.H. muds A53
convolutions in A. H. muds A55
sand wedge in S. R. gravels A57
minor convolutions in A. H. muds A59
3x NE trending reverse faults in A.R. sediments... A61
contorted A.R. ice contact stratified drift AP3
minor convolutions in A. H. bottomset muds A65
m scale folds + faults in A. H. muds A66
m scale E verging fold in A.H. muds A? 1
faults & wedges of A.H./S.R. gravels and sands.... A73
series of A.H. faults reported by Wightman, (1980 ). A75
possible undulations above fault scarp A78
6m elevation difference between raised beaches.... A80

Legend (for list and annotated photographs)

SR - Saints Rest member.
AH - Advocate Harbour member.
(AHb - bottomset beds, AKt - foreset beds)
E - Eastville till member.
R - Residuurr,
B - Bedrock



A 1

EXPOSURE NUMBER : 12/5/1

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 11 E/5, 635341

LONGITUDE : 63o 53.4' LATITUDE : 45o 23.2'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This east facing, 2-3m high exposure occurs in
the Economy gravel pit, situated south of Highway 2 and lkm east
of Economy village.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The gravel pit lies within the Saints Rest
glaciofluvial sediments, which include stratified gravels and
boulders with interbedded sand paleo-channels. The topography
around the pit is hummocky suggesting kettle hole development.

STRUCTURES : The structures found on the eastern face of the pit
include a normal fault trending 060o/72o with a 0. 3m displacement
and a possible reverse fault trending 060-090o/42o. Both faults
are about 10 metres apart with the normal fault close to a
tcipographical dip or small kettle hole.

COMMENTS : The coincidence of the kettle hole and the normal fault
suggests ice block melting even though the second expected fault
(on the south side of the kettle) is not visible. The reverse
fault is possibly a peripheral effect.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 13/7/1

N.T.S LOCATION : MAP 11E/5, 371273

LONGITUDE : 63o 47' LATITUDE : 45o 27'

LOCATION DESCRIPTION : This north facing coastal exposure is
located on the east side of Little Bass River, below the end of a
dirt track, south of Highway 2.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures occur in Saints Rest
glaciofiuviai sediments (stratified sands, gravels, pebbles and
boulder) which overlie occasional zones of Advocate Harbour
glacioraarine muds. Primary structures found include 20-30o dipping
sand forsets and paleo-channels. Most pebbles are well rounded and
disc shaped with evidence of alignment near zones of deformation.
A five cm black (organic paleosoil?) layer lies within Saints Rest,
member and is continuous for 30-40m.

STRUCTURES : Within a 40m zone of chaotically deformed sediments,
structures include: 1) a slightly overturned (to the east), folded
sand layer (0.5m amplitude), with a 220o/05o fold axis (Figure
13/7/1-1), 2) a possible fault trending OIO0/8O0 (Figure 13/7/1-
2), and 3) minor convolutions in the Advocate Harbour muds. The
black layer is undeformed where no pebble alignment occurs, but
appears as westerly verging recumbent folds when pebble alignment
dips 25o east (Figure 13/7/1-3).

COMMENTS : The chaotic nature of the Saints Rest sediments
suggests that the deformation is related to ice contact melting,
similar to the Apple River sediments at 19/8/3. However the
position of the zone, in a quieter outwash delta environment, and
convoluted muds goes against this interpretation. If the
convoluted muds are seismically induced it is conceivable that the
overlying sediments are similarly deformed.
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A 7

EXPOSURE NUMBER : 14/7/5

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 11 E/5, 309238

LONGITUDE : 64o 52.8' LATITUDE : 45o 21.9'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure area is located on the eastern
side of Economy Point, approximately 700m south from the end of
Cove road. The exposure itself is on the southern edge of small
stream which cuts a 3m high bank. A tree from the top of the bank
has slumped into the stream.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : To the north of this location the banks
consist of 2-4m Saints Rest sediment overlying convoluted Advocate
Harbour bottomset muds and residuum/outcrop. At this location
Eatonville till covers the residuum which in turn is overlain by
0.2-0.5 grey organics/soil.

STRUCTURES : A possible fault trending 290o/64o is found in the
till. However a layer lm from surface is traceable across fault
trace, representing later covering(?). A zone of grain alignment
0.3-0.4m wide is visible across fault/shear surface.

COMMENTS : From first appearance the fault seems reverse, but a
layer lm from the surface is traceable across the shear surface,
therefore the top 1m of material must post date faulting. No
marker layer is visible in the till, so the direction of
displacement is unclear. It is conceivable that this is not a
fault at all but a slope failure feature related to tree slumping.
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A 9

EXPOSURE NUMBER : 14/7/6

N.T.S LOCATION : MAP 11E/5, 325255

LONGITUDE : 63,-51' LATITUDE : 43=23'

LOCATION DESCRIPTION : This north facing coastal exposure is
located south-west of Upper Economy, at the end of a gravel track,
south off Highway 2.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure is comprised of Saints Rest
and Advocate Harbour sediments which overly Eatonville Till and
red arenite residuum. The Advocate Harbour bottomset beds are
continuous for 40-50m. up to l-2m thick and separate the Saints
Rest gravels and Eatonville till.

STRUCTURES : A 40-50 metre zone of occasional Advocate Harbour
bottomset bed convolutions is found with complex intersecting fold
axes and recumbent folds (some trending 330o/20o and 345o/10o). No
deformation is apparent in the overlying stratified Saints Rest
gravels and sands. The convolutions appear stratabound and within
specific mud horizons.

COMMENTS : The Advocate Harbour bottomset bed convolutions are
confined to specific mud horizons with no evidence of overlying
disturbance. Therefore the convolutions are possibly the result
of: 1) soft sediment slumping pre/syn covering gravels or 2) later
seismic 'shaking'.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 15/7/5

N.T.S LOCATION : MAP 11 E/5, 282243

LONGITUDE : 63o 55' LATITUDE : 45o 22.1'

LOCATION DESCRIPTION : This coastal exposure is loca-ced on the
west side of Economy Point, just north of red arenite (LTw) beach
outcrops.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The 6-7m vertical exposure of stratified
Saints Rest gravels and sands overly Advocate Harbour mud and sand
interbeds. The sands grade down into the finely laminated muds of
the bottomset beds (Figure 15/7/5-1). In places the surficial
material overlies residuum.

STRUCTURES : Minor buckling and convolutions occur within 10-20 cm
horizons of the bottomset beds. The folds are shallow plunging,
discontinuous along trace and have opposing sense of opening
(Figure 15/7/5-2). There is no evidence of disruption of layers
above or below deformed horizons.

COMMENTS : The convolutions appear confined to specific mud
horizons and are limited both horizontally and vertically.The
mechanism for their formation can be explained by late seismic
shaking of a structurally "active' layer or syn-sedimentary
slumping.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 16/7/2

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 11E/5, 286225

LONGITUDE : 63o 54.5' LATITUDE : 45o 21.2'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located below a meadow at the
southern end of the Economy Point road.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : A topographic depression in the coastal
cliff, over a distance of 150-200m, varys from 25-30m high on
sides to 10-15m in middle. Towards the centre of this depression
3-4m of stratified Saints Rest glaciofluvial gravels and sands
overly Eatonville till (l-3m), residuum and arenite outcrop.

STRUCTURES : Metre scale warps/folds are found in the
glaciofluvial sediments with no evidence of till/bedrock
displacement. The warps include: 1) a syncline with a 10m half-
wavelength and possible axial trend of 350o/00o (Figure 16/7/2-1),
and 2) an anticline with a half wave-length of 2m and a possible
axial trend of 045o/00o (Figure 16/7/2-2). Large pebbles and
cobbles appear concentrated below the warps within the till.

COMMENTS : These warpsYfolds in the Saints Rest glaciofluvial
gravels do not appear related to bedrock displacement, but are
probably the result of differential compaction of the underlying
till; where concentrations of till boulders are more resistive to
compaction than the till matrix.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 16/7/6

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 11E/5, 316245

LONGITUDE : 63o 52.3' LATITUDE : 45o 22.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located on the
eastern side of Economy Point, approximately 400ro south-west of
the end of Cove road.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure is 40m wide with 2-3m high
cliffs of Saint's Rest glaciofluvial sands and gravels overlying
Advocate Harbour bottomset beds. The former sediments are
characterised by sandy paleo-channels, horizontally stratified
pebbles and gravels, while the later are comprised of alternating
mud/silt couplets.

STRUCTURES : The Advocate Harbour bottomset beds are characterized
by chaotic folds, with sub-horizontal plunges, easterly verging
closures and fold axes trending predominantly NW-SE, (e.g.
153o/05o, 350o/12o, 342o/22o, 090o/08o). Most of the deformation
is confined to specific mud horizons. Some minor clast/pebble
alignment is seen in the Saints Rest gravels, with some possible
cm scale mud injections (?) into the gravels.

COMMENTS : The confinement of convolutions to the bottomset beds
and the lack of displacement of overlying glaciofluvial sediments
suggests that the deformation is lithology controlled. The
convolutions probably formed by seismic "shaking' or syn-
sedimentary slumping.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 16/7/8

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 11E/5, 316245

LONGITUDE : 63o 52.3' LATITUDE : 45o 22.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located on the
eastern side of Economy Point, approximately 100m south-west from
the end of Cove road.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure is 30m wide with 2-3m high
cliffs of Saints Rest glaciofluvial sands and gravels which
overlie the Advocate harbour bottomset beds. The former sediments
are characterised by sandy paleo-channels and stratified pebbles
and gravels in relatively sharp contact with the muddy, laminated
bottomset beds. A black (organic?) layer is found interbedded
within the Saints Rest gravels.

STRUCTURES : The Advocate Harbour bottomset beds are highly
deformed and characterized by: 1) convolution folds that are
possibly cut by overlying Saints Rest gravels, and 2) possible cm
scale injections of gravels into muds, see Figure 16/7/8-2. No
deformation or clast alignment is visible in Saints Rest
sediments.

COMMENTS : The confinement of disruption to the bottomset beds and
lack of displacement of overlying glaciofluvial materials suggests
that the deformation is the result of later (post-cover) seismic
'shaking' or syn-sedimentary mud slumping. Evidence for both these
mechanisms is conflicting. The former mechanism is supported by
the apparent cut off of convolutions, whereas the second could be
associated with the cm scale gravel injections.
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FXPOSURE NUMBER : 19/7/5

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 187258

LONGITUDE : 64o 02.1' LATITUDE : 45o 23'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located south of Economy
Mountain, along the coast below Red Head.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure consists of 30m-60in high
vertical cliffs cf red arkose/wacke (LTw), which are commonly-
incised by streams and fractures that form small coves in the
cliff topography.

STRUCTURES : A normal fault, trending 087o/80o, has a 0.5m
southerly down-drop of surficial cover material. The fault appears
to displace possible Eatonville till cover (or residuum). Other
faults along the coastline have similar orientations and normal
displacements. The displaced sediment cover is in part stratified
with a coarse pebble horizon that does not appear to cross the
fault trace.

COMMENTS : This non-eroded (unglaciated?) step like bedrock/
sediment contact suggests possible post-glacial extension and
faulting (probably along a pre-existing fracture).
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 20/7/1

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 175274

LONGITUDE : 64o 01.5' LATITUDE : 45o 23.8'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 100m north of
the Five Islands Provincial Park, on the east side of Beaver Brook
estuary.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure is located within the top 2m
of a lUm dieting' b»ni* •-•£ psihts Rest giaeiofluviai «itditn*nts. The
fold structure is defined by a 10cm laminated mud layer, which is
the middle of a coarse gravel/pebble bed.

STRUCTURES : The laminated mud layer defines an anticlinal fold
with an axis trending 070o/00o, a possible northerly vergence, and
an amplitude of approximately 0.5-0.7rn. The north limb has 3 to 4
minor cm scale folds, while the south limb is covered by tree
roots. Pebbles are also aligned around the folded mud layer.

COMMENTS : The fold appears as an isolated structure 100m south of
an interpreted fault (Donohoe and Wallace, 1982). No disruption of
beds is found in the layers below the fold, however little
stratification is present. The fold is not a primary sedimentary
feature and therefore must be the result of an unknown post
glacial event.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 21/7/13

K.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 134284

LONGITUDE : 64o 06.2' LATITUDE : 45o 24.4'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 500m east
from the end of Blue Sac road.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : A series of faults and fractures are found
in 40-50m high cliffs of orange-red wackes and siltstones (eJm).
Most faults trend N-S and cut beds orientated at 230o/30o and
280o/10o. The bedrock is covered by possible Eatonville till and
residuum.

STRUCTURES : A normal bedrock fault, trending 050o/80o, has 0.5m
displacement and appears to cut the surfical material, forming a
lineament/gully on aerial photographs. Other normal bedrock faults
commonly form conjugate sets (i.e. 150o/60o, 105o/80o and
048o/61o, 215o/50o), with down-dropped extensional blocks.

COMMENTS : The normal fault and others are some of the latest in
the structural history of the Cobequid fault system, being at
least post-Jurassic (the age of the host rocks). However one
particular fault appears to cut the surficial cover material and
produce a distinct gully in the surface topography. The surfical
cover at the cliff edge is residuum but 10-20m inland till cover
is more likely. The offset in the surficial cover is probably less
than 0.5m.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 22/7/7

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 054275

LONGITUDE : 64o 12.3" LATITUDE : 45o 23.5'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located at the top of a 10-
15m high, 30o sloping coastal bank near McKay Brook. The bank is
vegetated and slumped in places.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : Red residuum is overlain by 10-12m of
Saints Rest stratified sands and gravels.

STRUCTURES : A north facing fold or warp is found in an oxidised
brown layer <Ira from the bank surface. The fold is 0.5m in width.
No disturbance is apparent in the underlying material.

COMMENTS : It is difficult to determine whether this feature is
related to a structural disturbance or is due to ground-water
effects. However this type of feature is seen above the normal
faulting at 31/7/5a.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 23/7/7a

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 992262

LONGITUDE : 64.o 17' LATITUDE : 45o 23.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This north facing, coastal exposure is located
500m east of McLaughlin Bluff, below an unforested area with
cottages. The cliffs are 10-15m high, 35-45o in slope, slumped and
vegetated in some localities, and also incised by three streams.
The exact location of the structure is above a decapitated fir
tree.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in 4-6m of well
stratified gravels and sands of the Advocate Harbour foresets
which overly 3-4m of Advocate Harbour laminated muds and up to 5m
of residuum and outcrop. The outcrop displays evidence of shearing
and veining related to probable E-W fault movement.

STRUCTURES : The structures found include a 20-30cm 'pop up'(?)
(Figure 23/7/7a-l), a down-drop block 1.5m to west (Figure
23/7/7a-2) and a possible fold structure 2m to east.

COMMENTS : Both the "Pop up' and down-drop structures are poorly
defined, but indicate evidence of disturbance post sedimentation.
The 'pop up 'structure is highly suspect as a compressive feature,
and it is more likely that both are down-drop wedges the result of
extension or slope slumping. These features do resemble 'ice
wedges', such as those reported by Borns (1965) at Lower Five
Islands. However their mode of formation might be seismically
induced rather than of glacial origin. All structures overly
laminated Advocate Harbour bottomset muds (which do show minor
convolutions) and are in the proximity of major E-W bedrock fault
zones.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 23/7/7b

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 992262

LONGITUDE : 64o 17' LATITUDE : 45o 23.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This north facing coastal exposure is located
500m east of McLaughlin Bluff, and is below an unforested area
with cottages. The cliffs are 10-15m high, 35o-45o in slope,
slumped and vegetated in some localities, and also incised by
three streams. The structures are located approximately 20m east
of 23/7/7a and a decapitated fir tree.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in 4-6m of well
stratified gravels and sands of the Advocate Harbour foresets
sets, which overly 3-4m of Advocate Harbour laminated muds and up
to 5m of residuum and outcrop. The outcrop displays evidence of
shearing and veining related to probable E-W bedrock fault
movement.

STRUCTURES : A possible fault trending 145o/80o is found, rather
than a down-drop block as in 23/7/7a. A 5-10cm bed is displaced
down to the west, with a possible suggestion of strike slip
movement as well as dip slip. Another possible fault structure is
located 5m to the west.

COMMENTS : The structures are poorly defined (similar to 23/7/7a),
but do indicate evidence of post sedimentary disruption. The
145o/80o fault is possibly normal, but the form of displacement
suggests some strike slip movement. The formation of the
structures are possibly related to ice block melting or a seismic
'shaking' event.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 23/7/7c

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 992262

LONGITUDE : 64o 17' LATITUDE : 45o 23.3

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This north facing coastal exposure is located
500m east of McLaughlin Bluff, and is below an unforested area
with cottages. The cliffs are 10-15m high, 35o-45o in slope,
slumped and vegetated in some localities, and also incised by
three streams. The structures are located approximately 40m east
of 23/7/7a and a decapitated fir tree.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in 4-6m of well
stratified gravels and sands of Advocate Harbour foresets, which
overlie 3-4m of Advocate Harbour laminated muds and up to 5m of
residuum and outcrop. The outcrop displays evidence of shearing
and veining probably related to E-W bedrock fault movement.

STRUCTURES : A possible fault is seen in well stratified gravels
trending 050o/70o with a down displacement to the west. Also found
is a slump structure with a 130o/50o fault.

COMMENTS : The structures are poorly defined but do indicate post
sedimentary deformation. The deformation mechanism is possibly
related to ice block melting or a seismic "shaking' event.





EXPOSURE NUMBER : 26/7/5

A34

N.T.S. LOCATION : Map 21H/8, 963257

LONGITUDE : 64o 19.3' LATITUDE : 45o 22.6

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This beach exposure is located at seaward end
of Salter Brook.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : Recent beach sands and a remnant strandline
have an apparent dextral offset of 10-20m. This coincides with the
position of an interpreted E-W fault of Donohoe and Wallace

COMMENTS : The beach offset is seen on N.T.S. maps and aerial
photographs and is coincident with the interpreted fault trace
from Donohoe and Wallace (1982). However it is more likely an
erosional rather than a neotectonic feature.
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EXPOSUPE NUMBER : 26/7/7

N.T.S. LOCATION :MAP 21H/8, 964255

LONGITUDE : 64o 19.1' LATITUDE : 45o 22.5

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located along the coast 50m SW
of Crane Point.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : A bedrock fault is found in grey-black
siltstones and wackes (Cwb) with a bedding orientation of
263o/38o.

STRUCTURES : This fault. trending 285o/90o, with 70o E plunging
striations, has a possible l-2m down displacement to the west. The
fault, extends all the way up the 15m high cliff and into the
surficial material. A 0.3m down warp in seen in possible
Eatonville till.

COMMENTS : The exact thickness and type of surficial cover
material is unclear, but the fault trace does extend to the cliff
surface.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 26/7/9

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 961253

LONGITUDE : 64o 19.4' LATITUDE : 45o 22.4'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 100m west of
Oxford House, south of Blockhouse Hill, Parrsboro. The banks are
5-7m high with 30-40o slopes, and also vegetated and slumped.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The slumped and vegetated exposure is
characterised by Advocate Harbour gravels, sands and bottomset
muds.

STRUCTURES : The 3-5o seaward dipping laminated muds are deformed
and form an overturned fold with an axis trending 330o/05o and
axial trace dipping 45o W (cross-section facing NE). The fold nose
is partly slumped over.

COMMENTS : The fold is probably similar to the convoluted
Advocate Harbour bottomset beds found at Economy Point. The
easterly vergence of the fold is in a similar direction as the
other overturned folds found at Lower Five Islands.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 26/7/19

K.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 911248

LONGITUDE : 64o 23.3' LATITUDE : 45o 22.2'

KXPOSHRF LOCATION : This north-westerly facing coastal exposure is
located below the village of West Bay. The banks are 20-25m high,
with a 25-30o slope, vegetated and slumped.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The banks are made up of Advocate Harbour
gravels, sand and muds that are partly exposed where slumped.

STRUCTURES : The Advocate Harbour bottomset muds, 10m up the
slope, show evidence of folding and convolutions. A cm scale
overturned fold is seen with an axis of 2S5o/05o and an axial
trace of 5-10o plunging to the south-west.

COMMENTS : The convolutions and folds are similar in character to
those at Economy Point. The type of fold vergence is also similar
to overturned folds at Locations 26/7/9, 22/8/6a and 22/8/6b.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 28/7/1

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8. 856275

LONGITUDE : 64o 27.5' LATITUDE : 45o 23.6'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located along the coast west
of the Diligent River sand spit. The cliffs are 15m high, of which
approximately 8m is bedrock and 7m is surficial material.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : Grey-purple siltstones (LCPB) with bedding
of 269o/60o are overlain by Advocate Harbour bottomset muds,
foreset sands and Saints Rest glaciofluvial gravels. Both
surficial units are well stratified and horizontally bedded.

STRUCTURES : A bedrock fault trending 148o/50o has a displacement
of 3m down to the west (reverse motion?), with a possible strike
slip component. From a trench in sediments above the fault a
possible 5-10cm fold/warp is seen in Advocate Harbour muds and
sands, however the down warp appears in an opposite sense to
suggested fault movement. A bedrock, 70m E-W trending strike slip
fault ( determined from horizontal slikensides) lies 50m to west
of the 148o trending fault.

COMMENTS : These well stratified sediments are excellent for
determining any post glacial fault movement. Possible fault
reactivation has produced cm scale displacements in the
unconsolidated sediments even though the fault itself might have
been displaced by 2-3m through out its history.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 31/7/5a

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/7, 717275

LONGITUDE : 64o 38.2' LATITUDE : 45o 23.6'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located past the
first creek east of Finney Brook. The banks of surficial cover are
10-20m high, 30o-35o sloping, and overlie occasional outcrop. The
banks are partially to completely slumped and vegetated. The
exposure lies above the E-W trending Cobequid fault and a later
NE-SW fault that probably is parallel to the nearby creek.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in Advocate
Harbour sediments of alternating red muds and black gravels
(providing highly visible markers), which dip southwards at 10-
15o and overlie black slate bedrock. A gradual increase in red mud
layers is seen from cliff top to bottom. The structures are
located where the ratio of muds to gravels is approximately 1:7.

STRUCTURES : A normal fault trending 225o/85o is found with a 30cm
displacement of a distinct mud layer. Above the fault visible
oxidation (Figure 31/7/5a-2) has occurred by possible water
percolation along fractures. A horizontally plunging fold within
the mud layer (with an axis of 210o/10o), on down side of fault,
is possibly related to antithetic normal faulting or some type of
strike slip movement. Minor associated normal faults are seen lm
to east (trending 032o/65o) and 4m to west (trending 275o/85o and
020o/90o). Bedrock structures in the sheared black slate include a
050-060o/30-Vo cleavage, a O6O0/8O0 shear zone and N-S quartz
filled jointing (350/48, 318/87, 330/35, 310,27, 334/40, 179,60).
Some quartz joints have cuspate arms that suggest shear movement
during their development.

COMMENTS : The well defined normal faulting indicates a vertical
cumulative down dip displacement of approximately lm to the west.
These structures are located above a probable NE-SW bedrock fault
as indicated by the intense cleavage. These faults are the result
of extensional stresses possibly caused by (in order of
preference): 1) post glacial bedrock movement, 2) ice block
melting and 3) slope stability failure.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 31/7/5b

K.T.S. LOCATION1 : MAP 21H/7, 717275

LONGITUDE : 64o 38.2' LATITUDE : 45o 23.6'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located past the
first creek east of Finney Brook. The banks of surficial cover are
10-20m high, 30o-35o sloping, and overlie occasional outcrop. The
banks are partially to completely slumped and vegetated. The
exposure lies above the E-W trending Cobequid fault and a later
NE-SW fault that probably is parallel to nearby creek.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in Advocate
Harbour sediments of alternating red muds and black gravels
(providing highly visible markers), which dip southwards at 10-
15o and overlie black slate bedrock. A gradual increase in red mud
layers is seen from cliff top to bottom. The structures are
located where the ratio of muds to gravels is approximately 1:4.

STRUCTURES : A series of faults are found trending 315o/57o,
355o/61o, 356o/36o, 145o/56o, 335o/40o, 330o/22o, 284o/52,
020o/90o and 346o/39o. All are normal and have easterly
displacements except the 335o/40o fault which is a reverse fault
with an associated fold. No evidence of strike slip movement is
seen. Measurements between the a group of layers across the
faulting zone indicate evidence of structural thinning (from 30cm
to 15cm). This is also supported by layer shearing where the
layers are 15cm apart. Below the faulting is a partly visible zone
of Advocate Harbour bottomset beds with a suggestion of a mud
flame or injection and minor convolutions. (For further details
see photo-section and stereoplots of data in main report.)

COMMENTS : The single reverse fault located within the centre of
the seven normal faults is explained as either: 1) a back-
rotated antithetic normal fault, or 2) (as the reverse fault
coincides with the zone of thinning) a down-drop block on which
localized compressive stresses have acted due to void filling by
the surrounding unconsolidated material. This later process is an
analogous structural mechanism to that which forms high angle
reverse faults in ice block melt deformations (Shilts, 1975).
However these faults are not typical of ice block melt faults, as
they rather in dip as they get closer to the surface (almost
similar to a flower type structure). In conclusion it appears
quite possible that these faults are related to post glacial
extensional movement, the result of bedrock fault reactivation.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 31/7/5c

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/7, 717275

LONGITUDE : 64o 38.2' LATITUDE : 45o 23.6'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 10m from
first stream east of Finney Brook. The banks of surficial cover
are 30o-35o sloping, 10-20m high and overlie occasional outcrop.
Most of the bank is covered in vegetation except for small slumped
zones.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in Advocate
Harbour bottomset beds of alternating red muds and gravel
sequences (with a ratio of about 1:3), and overlie black slate
bedrock.

STRUCTURES : A rnonoclinal fold (of 0.5m amplitude) is visible in
the muds and is possibly related to a syncline/anticline sequence.
Bedding measurements of 005o/05o and 230o/14o indicates a fold
axis of OI60/O80.

COMMENTS : This "regular' disruption of Advocate Harbour bottomset
beds, rather than chaotic convolutions, suggests that the
structure is similar to the folding found at Lower Five Islands,
and is possibly the result passive folding caused by delta
slumping or bedrock extension.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 4/8/1

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/7, 707275

LONGITUDE : 64o 38.5' LATITUDE : 45o 23.5'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 400m east of
Finney Brook. Cliffs of black sheared slate are 10-15m high and
covered by 3-5m of surficial cover. The exact exposure is hidden
by vegetation cover. Faults visible in bedrock trend 008o/90o,
191o/40o and 175o/80o.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in approximately
4rn of Advocate Harbour interbedded muds and silts which are
overlain by l-2m of Saints Rest gravels and boulders.

STRUCTURES : The zones of stratabound convolutions are confined
and separated by black gravels layers. Most of the convolutions
display chaotic non-measurable folds on cm and dm scales.

COMMENTS : The convolutions are confined to specific Advocate
harbour mud horizons and are probably the result of seismic
"shaking' or syn-sedimentary slumping.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 4/8/7

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/7, 686265

LONGITUDE : 64o 40.5' LATITUDE : 45o 23'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located on the coast 500m west
of Grant Brook, and just east of three holiday cottages. The banks
of surficial material are 5-6m high and overlie minor residuum and
outcrop.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The surfical cover consists of Advocate
Harbour sand and muds (the later increasing downward), that are
overlain by minor Saints Rest gravels.

STRUCTURES : Localised convolutions are found within specific mud
layers.

COMMENTS : As the convolutions occur below only 2-3m of cover it
appears that "undercompaction' as suggested by Wightman (1980) is
an unlikely mechanism for their formation. Whereas as seismic
'shaking' either post-delta formation or triggering syn-
sedimentary slumping are more likely mechanisms.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 9/8/5

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 189294

LONGITUDE : 64o 02' LATITUDE : 45o 24.8'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This inland exposure is located on the south
face of the Five Islands gravel pit. The pit is on west side of a
gravel road, north off Route 209 between Five Islands and East
rivers.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The pit faces are approximately 10m high
and are comprised of stratified and paleo-channeled Saints Rest
glaciofluvial boulders, gravels and sands.

STRUCTURES : A lm wide convex-up wedge of sand is found with a
0.5m tapered sand pipe leading from its base. The pipe structure
plunges 40-50o west of wedge base. In the sand wedge itself is a
smaller triangular wedge of coarser gravels, which tappers down
towards the sand pipe, (see Figure 9/8/5-1).

COMMENTS : Two possible mechanism are suggested for the formation
of this feature: 1) a gravel wedge slumping downward cutting a
sand paleo-channel or 2) a sand injection; both may have been
seismically induced.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 9/8/6

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21H/8, 156286

LONGITUDE : 64o 04.5' LATITUDE : 45o 24.5'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located below the Bay
Gardens and O'Shea Campgrounds. The 100-120m long bank of 2-3m
high surfical cover is hidden to the east by lumber and rubble.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure is comprised of 2-3m of partly
stratified Saints Rest glaciofluvial gravels and boulders that
overlie Advocate Harbour bottomset muds. On the western edge of
the exposure their is a gradation from the Advocate Harbour
foreset sands to the bottomset muds.

STRUCTURES : Minor convolutions are visible in the Advocate
Harbour muds, and a possible unconformity exists at the Advocate
Harbour mud/sand transition.

COMMENTS : The convolutions are the result of possible seismic
shaking or syn-sedimentary slumping. The unconformity is possibly
the result of tilting followed by sedimentation?
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 19/8/2

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/8, 960395

LONGITUDE : 64o 19.5' LATITUDE : 45o 30.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located on the east, 10-15
high, face of the Cannan gravel pit, located off a gravel road on
east side of the Parssboro valley.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are found in stratified
sands and gravels of the Apple River member, with distinct 20-30o
dipping foreset beds, but with no evidence of chaotic disruption
as in Location 19/8/3.

STRUCTURES : Three high angle reverse faults are seen within a 7m
wide section, trending 245o/85o, 265o/50o and 250o/70o. The fault
offsets vary from 5-20cm. However the faults traces do not appear
to cut into the top 2-3m of sediment.

COMMENTS : The high angle reverse motion of these faults, their
character, and the type of host sediment (an ice contact
stratified drift), suggests that these faults probably represent
one side of an ice block melting structure (similar to Shilts,
1975). The other corresponding faults being hidden from view.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 19/8/3

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/7, 955325

LONGITODE : 64o 19.9' LATITUDE : 45o 26.3'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located on the north-west face
of the Lakelands gravel pit, on west side of Highway 2 lkm north
of the Glosscap Motel, Parssboro.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are hosted by chaotically
intermixed gravels, sands and boulders of the Apple River member.
Isolated blocks of sand are surrounded by gravels which commonly
display pebble alignment.

STRUCTURES : The structures include a sand wedge in gravels
(similar to location 9/8/5), indistinct chaotic folding and
faulting and pebble alignment.

COMMENTS : These structures are typical of the disordered features
found in ice contact stratified drift and are all probably related
to ice block melting or glacial tectonics.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 19/8/8

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/8, 838276

LONGITUDE : 64o 28.9' LATITUDE : 45o 23.6

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is found in 3-5m high cliffs, lkm
west of Pleasant Lake.

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The slate/siltstone bedrock is 2-3ra high
and is overlain by partly slumped and vegetated surficial cover,
consisting of Saints Rest and Advocate Harbour sediments.

STRUCTURES : Minor convolutions are found in a l-2m wide zone of
Advocate Harbour alternating muds and sands, (with only 1-1.5m of
cover above the convoluted zone). No visible displacement is seen
in the underlying bedrock.

COMMENTS : The minor convolutions are possibly the result of
seismic "shaking' or syn-sedimentary slumping.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 22/8/6a

K.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/8, 142287

LONGITUDE : 64o 05.6' LATITUDE : 45o 24.8'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located 100m east from the end
of the Phillip Fulmore road, south off Highway 2 (500m east of the
village of Lower Five Islands).

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are located in the Lower
Five Islands delta (Figure 22/8/6a-l) which is well documented by
Wightman (1980), and interpreted as the type section for a
"Gilbert type' glaciofluvial/glaciotnarine outwash delta. The
outwash delta consists of 10-15m high banks of Saints Rest gravel
topsets (2-3m) which overlie 8-10m of Advocate Harbour foreset
sands and the Advocate Harbour bottomset mud/silt couplets, (these
are exposed in along the base of the bank).

STRUCTURES : Two, metre scale folds are seen along the slope base
in the Advocate Harbour bottomset couplets and both are spatially
related to faulting (predominantly normal). Fold I is symmetrical
and open (Figure 22/8/6a-2), with a fold hinge which trends
250o/03o. Normal faults cut the fold limbs with down-block
displacements to the west on the fold's west limb and to the east
on the fold's east limb, indicating a close association between
the faulting and folding. Vertically below the fold no faulting
and folding is apparent. Also above the fold, in partially
slumped foreset beds, no disruption is visible. The asymmetrical
Fold II, 3m to the east of (a), displays an easterly vergence
(Figure 22/8/6a-3) and a fold axis of 245o/05o. Again normal
faults cut the fold with down-block displacements on the correct
limbs as in (a). However near the fold hinge a reverse fault
occurs and is the possible cause for the fold asymmetry.

COMMENTS : The close association of faulting and folding suggests
a deformational control whereby the faulting is the cause of the
folding. To produce this type of faulting an extensional
environment is required, however the elasticity (or ductility) of
the bottomset couplets does not allow complete brittle failure.
(Some evidence of clay pulled along fault surfaces is seen at the
Finney Brook exposure, 31/7/5a and b). As this extension appears
controlled and in a consistent orientation (see stereoplots in
main report), it is possible that these structures are the result
of post-glacial tectonic stresses or syn-sedimentary faulting
during delta progradation. However, the progradation direction of
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 22/8/6b

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/8, 144286

LONGITUDE : 64o 05.5' LATITUDE : 45o 24.7'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located 200m east from the
end of the Phillip Fulmore road, south of Highway 2 (500m east of
the village of Lower Five Islands).

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are located in the Lower
Five Islands delta (Figure 22/8/6a-l) which is well documented by
Wightman (1980), and interpreted as the type section for a
"Gilbert type' glaciofluvial/glaciomarine outwash delta. The
outwash delta consists of 10-15m high banks of Saints Rest gravel
topsets (2-3m) which overlie 8-10m of Advocate Harbour foreset
sands and the Advocate Harbour bottomset clay/silt couplets
(muds), (these are exposed in part along the base of the bank). At
this location the bottomset beds are 3-4m above the base of the
slope, this apparent rise of the bottomset beds from location
22/8/6a (see photo-section in main report) has been attributed by
Wightman (1980) as an effect of underlying till/bedrock paleo-
topography.

STRUCTURE : Within the Advocate Harbour bottomset beds a metre
scale, asymmetric easterly verging fold (Fold III) is seen, with
no associated faulting. The fold has an axis of 228o/01o, with
minor evidence of disruption above and none below the structure.
Measurements of a sediment package around the fold nose indicates
possible thinning at the fold hinge as compared to the fold limbs.

COMMENTS : The opposing east sense of vergence of this fold to the
westerly dip of the beds suggests that this fold is not the result
of syn-sedimentary slumping. As the fold nose shows thinning
rather than thickening it indicates the fold was not formed in a
simple compressive regime. The lack of normal (or any faulting)
precludes the immediate assumption of extension for forming the
fold. However the thinning does possibly suggest that extension
caused stretching of the layers, but not to the point of failure
as in Folds I and II from Location 22/8/6a.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 22/8/6c

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/8 , 144286

LONGITUDE : 64o 05.5' LATITUDE : 45o 24.7'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : The exposure is located 200m east from the
end of the Phillip Fulmore road, south of Highway 2 (500m east of
the village of Lower Five Islands).

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The structures are located in the Lower
Five Islands delta (Figure 22/8/6a-l) which is well documented by
nightman (1980), and interpreted as the type section for a
"Gilbert type' glaciofluvial/glaciomarine outwash delta. The
outwash delta consists of 10-15m high banks of Saints Rest gravel
topsets (2-3m) which overlie 8-10m of Advocate Harbour foreset
sands and the Advocate Harbour bottomset clay/silt couplets
(muds), (these are exposed in part along the base of the bank). At
this location the bottomset beds are 3-4m above the base of the
slope, this apparent rise of the bottomset beds fror.< location
22/8/6a (see photo-section in main report) has been attributed by
Wightman (1980) as an effect of underlying till/bedrock paleo-
topography.

STRUCTURES : Faults and a possible 'wedge' of gravel are found in
the bottomset beds to the east of Location 22/8/6b. The faults
trend approximately 072o/53o and 112o/70o?, the former with a
normal displacement. Other disruption of the gravels beds above
the A.H. bottomset beds is reported in Wightman (1980) and Borns
(1967) and includes minor faulting and metre long "ice wedges'
see Figure 22/8/6c-2.

COMMENTS : Borns's (1967) interpretation of *ice wedge' formation
is based on the permafrost conditions and the subsequent infilling
of a fracture. A possible alternative method is to created a
fracture by tectonic extension related to a seismic event and then
infill it by the down-drop of overlying sediments. Therefore this
normal faulting and the gravel wedges might be associated with a
seismic-extension mechanism.
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EXPOSURE NO : 22/4/2

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/7, 665246

LONGITUDE : 64o 42.1' LATITUDE : 45o 22'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : This coastal exposure is located 1 km north of
Spencers Island village, around a small point. The cliffs/ banks
are approximately 30m high and consist of surficial cover partly
vegetated and highly slumped. (Compare Figure 24/8/2-1 and Figure
24/8/2-2 from near same location; the former photograph was taken
in August 1988 and the latter in about 1978 by Wightman (1980).)

EXPOSURE DESCRIPTION : The exposure consists of 20-25m of Advocate
Harbour foreset sands overlying bottomset muds, (with a possible
top covering of l-2m of Saints Rest gravels).

STRUCTURES : The reported faults in the Advocate Harbour bottoraset
muds by Wightroan (1980) are presumably in a north-westerly facing
exposure, see Figure 24/8/2-3. Therefore the faults probably vary
in strike from WNW-ESE to NNE-SSW.

COMMENTS : The faults are similar to Location 31/7/5a and 31/7/5b
in character and appear mostly normal. From the photograph in
Figure 24/8/2-3 the faults are indicated (by arrows); the other
apparent displacements are probably the result of how the exposure
was cut.
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EXPOSURE NUMBER : 31/8/6

N.T.S. r.OCATION : MAP 21 H/8 , 951308

LONGITUDE : 64o 20.2' LATITUDE : 45o 25.4'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : These inland feature are located east of
Highway 209, 200m north of the intersection between Highways 2 and
209.

EXPOSURE/MORPHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS : Two l-2m deep, 3-4m wide,
and 50m long depressions; are seen in a river terrace above the
extension of the Cobequid fault (based on the relative position of
the fault scarp). AISG by Kirkland on Highway 209 debris heaps are
seen parallel to Cobequid fault scarp, which might be interpreted
as possible shutter ridges, Keller (1986).

COMMENTS : Both features are not distinct but were recognised as
the best possibilities indicative of any post-glacial movement of
the Cobequid fault along its well defined trend.
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NUMBER : 2/9/1

N.T.S. LOCATION : MAP 21 H/7, 587228

LONGITUDE : 64o 48' LATITUDE : 45o 20.5'

EXPOSURE LOCATION : A possible raised beach offset is located
about 500m-1000m east of the village of West Advocate.

EXPOSURE/STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION : A difference of 6m is reported in
elevation between two raised beaches, approximately lkm apart
(Wightman 1976 and 1980). The raised beaches at the villages of
West Advocate and Advocate Harbour, which are respectively 31m and
25m above present sea level. An interpreted bedrock fault trending
NE-SW (Donohoe and Wallace, 1982) lies approximately between these
two raised beaches.

COMMENTS : Wightman's (1980) interpretation of the two raised
beaches was that they were formed differently; the West Advocate
raised beach being the result of storm surges. Unfortunately no
good exposure was found of the raised beach at West Advocate
exists so a detailed stratigraphical correlation was not possible.
However, the coincidence of a bedrock fault between these two
raised beaches does not discount the possibility of post-glacial
movement as a reason for this difference in elevation levels.
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